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Interaction of foreign macroparticles in a cholesteric liquid crystal
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We calculate the interaction energy between spherical macroparticles immersed in a cholesteric liquid crystal
due to the elastic deformation of the director field. We assume weak anchoring on the surface of the macro-
particles and obtain the expression of the interaction energy that is valid for particle radius and interparticle
distance sufficiently smaller than the cholesteric pitch. The resultant form of the interaction energy is more
complex than that in a nematic liquid crystal. One of the characteristics is its dependence on the particle
position as well as the interparticle distance, which arises from the intrinsic structure of a cholesteric liquid
crystal, i.e., the absence of translational symmetry due to helical periodicity and local nematic ordering whose
orientation depends on the position.
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Colloidal suspensions@1,2# of solid or liquid particles dis-
persed in liquid-crystal hosts constitute a new class of co
posite materials with unique physical properties@3–7#, and
the physics therein has attracted boom of interest in re
years. Depending on the relative magnitude of the part
size and the anchoring extrapolation length at the surfac
the particle, there appear a variety of superstructures suc
linear chains@4,8–10#, anisotropic clusters@3,11–13#, and
periodic lattices@14–16# of suspended particles. In additio
to the ordinary colloidal forces, particles immersed in liqu
crystals can interact with each other through the orientatio
Frank elasticity@4,14,17–20#. The elastic interaction consist
in the fact that the particle distorts the adjacent director fi
whose effects extend far and exert a long-range orientati
stress on surrounding particles. Since the form of superst
tures made by colloidal particles in a liquid crystal is cr
cially influenced by this elasticity-mediated interaction, t
understanding of such an interaction is quite important
predict and control the properties and behaviors of liq
crystal colloids.

In previous papers@14,17–21#, the interaction energy be
tween macroparticles has been considered in the nem
liquid-crystal host and one of the present authors~B.I.L.! has
developed a theoretical scheme@14# that can be applied to
general cases of macroparticles with arbitrary shape and
choring orientation on the surface as long as the ancho
strength is weak. Since a nematic phase possesses the h
symmetry of all the liquid-crystal phases and the Frank e
ticity of a nematic liquid crystal does not have its own ch
acteristic length scale, the resulting interparticle interact
depends only on the particle size and the anchoring extra
lation length if it is finite.

As a host liquid crystal, one can choose other types
liquid crystals with lower symmetries such as smectics
cholesterics. The wide variety of liquid-crystal phases will
of great use and importance because we can seek a w
possibility of creating different superstructures of colloid
suspension. Moreover, it is interesting also from a fundam
tal point of view to know how the interaction between ma
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roparticles is influenced by the presence of an intrinsic str
ture of liquid crystals. The purpose of the present paper
therefore, to extend our previous formulation@14# to other
liquid-crystal phases with a lower symmetry, thereby w
inherent characteristic length scales. There have already
several theoretical attempts to study the interaction betw
macroparticles in smectic liquid crystals due to the sme
layer displacement induced by the macroparticles@22–24#.
To our knowledge, however, no theoretical studies have b
focused on cholesteric liquid crystals as a host fluid, w
which we will concern ourselves in this paper. In the case
cholesteric liquid crystals, the twist pitch serves as an ad
tional characteristic length and it is, therefore, of an inter
to examine how the existence of this new length scale
gether with a helical structure would qualitatively as well
quantitatively modify the interparticle interaction law foun
for the nematic suspensions.

We begin with writing the free energy due to the elas
deformation of the director fieldn. The bulk elastic energy o
a cholesteric liquid crystal can be described as@25#

Fb5
1

2E dr$K1~“•n!21K2~n•“3n1q0!2

1K3~n3“3n!2%, ~1!

where K1 ,K2, and K3 are the elastic constants associat
with splay, twist, and bend deformations, respectively, a
q0 is the wave number characterizing the cholesteric pitc

The interaction energy between a macroparticle an
cholesteric liquid crystal can be obtained from the kno
director distribution on the macroparticle surface and giv
by

Fs5(
p

R
Vp

d2SW~s!@n~s!•n~s!#2. ~2!

Herep is the index labeling the particles and the surface
the macroparticlep is denoted byVp . The integral is taken
©2002 The American Physical Society10-1
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over Vp and d2S is the surface element. The anchorin
strength is given byW(s) andn(s) is the unit normal to the
surface at the points. In the case of homeotropic anchorin
W(s),0 and vice versa for planar anchoring. We restr
ourselves to the case of the weak anchoring (uWur 0 /Ki!1,
where r 0 is the characteristic dimension of the macrop
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ticles! so that the director field is only slightly deformed b
the particles from its ground state,

n0~r!5~cosq0z,sinq0z,0!, ~3!

where we take the pitch axis along thez axis. The director
field in a general case can be written as
n~r!5$cos@q0z1u~r!#cosv~r!,sin@q0z1u~r!#cosv~r!,sinv~r!%, ~4!
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where we have introduced the deformation fieldu(r) and
v(r) characterizing the deviation from the ground state.

Here we assume that the director fieldn(r) is defined
throughout the system, even within macroparticles, and c
tinuous. Such an assumption is justified in the case of w
anchoring and resultant small deformation of the direc
field. Then we can employ the Fourier representation for
distortion field, which is defined asuq5*dre2 iq•ru(r) and
vq5*dre2 iq•rv(r).

We first substitute Eq.~4! into the bulk energy~1!. In the
case of smallu and v, we have to retain only up to th
second order terms inu andv, which can be written as

Fb5
1

2
KE

q
$q2uqu2q1~q21q0

2!vqv2q1q0uq@~ iqx1qy!

3v2q2q0ẑ1~ iqx2qy!v2q1q0ẑ#%, ~5!

where*q[(2p)23*dq and we have employed the one co
stant approximationKi5K. ẑ denotes the unit vector alon
the z direction.

In dealing with the surface energy, we make a gradi
expansion of the director fieldn(s) around the center o
gravity of the macroparticlep, which we will denote byrp .
We also restrict ourselves to the case of spherical parti
with equal radiusR0 and constant anchoring energyW, al-
though our approach can be easily extended to particles
an arbitrary shape@14#. Then the resultant form of the su
face energy is

Fs5
1

2
g(

p
E

q
@$2 i ~qx2 iqy!2exp@ i ~q12q0ẑ!•rp#

1 i ~qx1 iqy!2exp@ i ~q22q0ẑ!•rp#%uq12$2~q01qz!

3~qx2 iqy!exp@ i ~q1q0ẑ!•rp#1~q02qz!~qx1 iqy!

3exp@ i ~q2q0ẑ!•rp#%vq#, ~6!

where we have retained only linear order terms inu andv as
in our previous study@14#. The only parameter characteriz
ing the spherical particle isg[(4/15)pR0

4W. We note that as
in the previous study@14# we have retained only up to sec
ond order terms in the gradients and higher order terms
result in the corrections of the order of (q0R0)2n with n
n-
k
r
e

t
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ill

being a positive integer. Therefore the treatment above
justified for particles whose radius is sufficiently small
than the cholesteric pitch.

The distortion profile that minimizes the elastic energy
the presence of macroparticles can be determined through
conditions,

d~Fb1Fs!

duq
5

d~Fb1Fs!

dvq
50. ~7!

However, in contrast to the case of nematic liquid cryst
@14#, the presence of the off-diagonal coupling in the bu
energy, the last two terms in Eq.~5!, makes the calculation
quite difficult. Therefore we naively assume here that th
off-diagonal terms can be neglected and will discuss be
in what condition this assumption can be justified. Under t
assumption, the calculation is greatly simplified and Eq.~7!
yields

uq5
g

2Kq2 (
p

$2 i ~qx2 iqy!2exp@ i ~q12q0ẑ!•rp#

1 i ~qx1 iqy!2exp@ i ~q22q0ẑ!•rp#%, ~8!

vq5
g

K~q21q0
2!

(
p

$2~q01qz!~qx2 iqy!

3exp@ i ~q1q0ẑ!•rp#1~q02qz!~qx1 iqy!

3exp@ i ~q2q0ẑ!•rp#%. ~9!

After substituting Eqs.~8! and ~9! into the total free energy
F5Fb1Fs , we can obtain the interaction energy betwe
macroparticles due to the elastic deformation of the direc
field as F5(p,p8Upp8 with the pairwise interactionUpp8
being

Upp85
g2

8pK F H 2cos~2q0z!¹'
4 1Re exp~4iq0Rz!S i

]

]x

1
]

]yD 4J 1

r pp8

14 ReH exp~ iq0z!¹'
2 S q02 i

]

]zD
2

1exp~2iq0Rz!S i
]

]x
1

]

]yD 2S q0
21

]2

]z2D J e2uq0ur pp8

r pp8
G .

~10!
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Here rpp85(x,y,z)[rp2rp8 denotes the distance betwee
two particles andr pp85urpp8u. Rz[(1/2)(rp1rp8)• ẑ and Re
implies taking the real part of a complex expression.
have also employed the abbreviations¹'

2 []2/]x21]2/]y2

and¹'
4 5(¹'

2 )2.
Several remarks are in order. First of all, when derivi

Eq. ~10!, we have neglected the off-diagonal coupling ter
in the bulk elastic energy as mentioned before. For van
ingly small q0, these off-diagonal terms give a contributio
to the distortion energy of the orderg2q0 /Kr pp8

4, while
Upp8;g2/Kr pp8

5 from Eq. ~10!. Therefore the off-diagona
terms can be safely neglected and the resultant formula
the interaction energy~10! holds whenq0r pp8!1, that is, the
interparticle distance is sufficiently smaller than the chol
teric pitch.

One might argue that the self-energy, the distortion ene
due to one particle, must be properly taken into account
cause of the absence of translational symmetry due to
cholesteric structure and the resultant possibility of the
pendence of self-energy on particle position. We can sh
however, that in the case of spherical particle the self ene
is independent of the particle position and that such a tr
ment is not necessary. It can be simply explained by a s
metry argument as follows: the distortion fieldn(r) with one
particle located atrp can be exactly mapped onto the disto
tion field n8(r) with the particle at another pointrp8 by a
rotation of the laboratory frame by an appropriate angle a
a translation byrp82rp . Such an argument, however, do
not apply when particles have a lower symmetry or wh
two or more particles are present and not aligned in the
rection of the cholesteric pitch (z direction!. The inapplica-
bility of the symmetry argument above reveals itself in t
dependence ofUpp8 on Rz5(1/2)(rp1rp8)• ẑ, a detailed dis-
cussion on which will be given below.

Since the resultant form of the interaction energy~10! is
somewhat complicated, we restrict the discussions below
the simple cases where two particles lie perpendicular to
along the cholesteric pitch axis~or z axis!. In the former case
(rpp8' ẑ), the interaction energy is given by

Upp85
3g2

8pKr'
5 $9120 cos 2~q0Rz2f!135 cos 4~q0Rz2f!

1O~ uq0r'u!%, ~11!

where Rz5(1/2)(rp1rp8)• ẑ as defined before, andr'

[Ax21y2. Since rpp8 is perpendicular to thez axis, Rz is
equal to thez coordinate of the two particles andr'5urpp8u.
The azimuthal anglef is defined asf5tan21(y/x).

One of the most characteristic properties of the interac
energy~11! is that it depends not only on the relative di
tancerpp8 but also on the positionRz of the two particles.
This reflects the breakdown of the translational symmetry
the presence of two particles due to the cholesteric he
structures as noted above. Notice also thatq0Rz2f repre-
sents the angle betweenrpp8 and the local orientation of liq-
uid crystals@see Eq.~3!#. Therefore the interaction energ
depends on how two particles are placed with respect to
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local orientation of cholesteric liquid crystals. In Fig. 1 w
plot the interaction energy~11! with Rz50 ~the local nematic
orientation is along thex axis!. It is clear from Fig. 1 that the
interaction is repulsive when two particles lie along or p
pendicular to the local nematic orientation and attractive
the oblique direction. The repulsive interaction is strong
parallel than perpendicular to the local nematic orientati
As expected, the interaction closely resembles a quadru
one in nematics in the case of weak anchoring and it can
easily shown that we recover the interaction energy in a n
atic liquid crystal@14# by taking the limit ofq0→0.

When two particles lie along the cholesteric pitch ax
(rpp8i ẑ), we obtain, from a straightforward manipulation
Eq. ~10!,

Upp85
g2

8pKz5
@224 cos 2q0z116e2uq0uz~313uq0uz1q0

2z2!

3~2 cosq0z1q0z sinq0z!# ~12!

for z5rpp8• ẑ.0. Equation~12! is plotted as a function ofz
in Fig. 2. Forq0z!1, the interaction is repulsive, and th

FIG. 1. The pairwise interaction energyUpp8 in the case ofrpp8
perpendicular to thez axis andRz50. We show only the region
with q0r'.0.3 becauseUpp8 diverges atr'50.

FIG. 2. The pairwise interaction energyUpp8 as a function of

z5rpp8• ẑ when rpp8 is parallel to thez axis. Upp8 goes to infinity
with z→0.
0-3
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energy is proportional toz25. From Fig. 1 we also find tha
Eq. ~12! has its minimum atq0z.2.85. Of course we canno
conclude that the interaction energy has its minimum th
because the validity of Eq.~12! is guaranteed only forq0z
!1. However, this result, together with the oscillating natu
of Eq. ~12!, might be considered to reflect directly the pe
odic helical structure of cholesteric liquid crystals. Furth
quantitative analysis that can be applied toq0z.1 will be
necessary to determine whether this potential minimum
ally exists and to elucidate how the interaction will be infl
enced by the presence of periodic structures. We note
although there have been several theoretical studies to e
ate the interaction energy between inclusions immerse
periodic media like smectics@22–24#, their starting point is a
more coarse-grained free energy in terms of the layer
placement and the resultant formula of the interaction ene
does not reflect the layer structure of the media~for example,
it does not depend on the layer spacings!.

In conclusion, we have evaluated the interaction ene
between two spherical macroparticles immersed in a cho
y

ce
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E
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teric liquid crystal by extending our approach formerly a
plied to the case of nematic liquid crystals. In the case
weak surface anchoring and small interparticle distance c
pared to the cholesteric pitch, we have obtained an ana
form of the interaction energy in terms of the position of tw
particles. The interaction energy has more complex fo
than those for nematics or smectics in previous theoret
studies and reflects the absence of translational symm
related to the helical periodicity and local nematic orderi
in cholesteric liquid crystals. We, therefore, believe that ch
lesteric liquid crystals will provide an interesting example
a host fluid of colloidal systems and we encourage exp
ments to reveal how the force between particles in cho
teric liquid crystals is influenced by the cholesteric stru
tures. Possible future direction of the present study is
extend our calculations to the case of particles with low
symmetries or to incorporate the off-diagonal coupling of t
twist and the umbrella modes properly to argue the inter
tion energy for large interparticle distance.
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